Ysio: Creating a New Exam

1. After opening the PEX editor, select the exam to modify or create from the Examination View on the Exam tab.

2. Populate the Name for RIS and Exam Name fields and select Store to modify existing exams. Select Store as new for a new exam.

3. If this is a new exam that was Stored as new, organ programs must be added.

4. Highlight the desired OGP and select Insert OGP to populate the Exam with Organ programs. Be sure to add fluoro programs, if necessary.

5. Using the up and down arrows to the right of the Examination View allows the order of the OGPs to be changed.

6. The checkbox “Automatically switch to next OGP after acquisition” can be set for each OGP by selecting the Store button every time after checking the box for the associated OGP.